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Changing jurisdiction
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University PD discuss jurisdiction agreement with Grand Forks PD
Sean Cleary
The Dakota Student
Since July of last year, the
University of North Dakota Police Department has not had legal jurisdiction off of campus.
This lack of jurisdiction
comes from a North Dakota Supreme Court ruling, Kroschel
v. Levi. In that particular case,
NDSU police officers arrested a
student for driving under the influence of alcohol, but the arrest
took place off of campus. The
case went to the state’s Supreme
Court, where it was decided that
campus police department’s
could not enter into agreements
with local authorities to expand
their authority off of campus.
Before the Supreme Court
ruled on the issue, campus police departments at UND, NDSU
and NDSCS had agreements
with their respective city police

departments so they could have
jurisdiction in the areas surrounding campus.
Now, campus police departments in North Dakota have jurisdiction only in areas in which
they are required to report
crimes to the federal government under the Clery Act; this
includes campus property and
adjacent roads, but not private
property near campus.
Sgt. Danny Weigel, who
serves as the Public Information
Officer for the UND Police Department and represents Ward 1
on the Grand Forks City Council, said that the ruling has limited UND police’s ability to act
in emergency situations.
He used the example of Loaf
and Jug, which is located on
private property, but the three
adjacent corners of the intersection are campus property. While
UND police would likely be the
closest officers in the event of a

crime at the gas station, it would
be out of their jurisdiction.
If the UND police were able
to again enter into agreements
with local authorities, they
would be better able to respond
to incidents and utilize available
resources, according to Wiegel.
A return to a system which
allows for agreements between
campus police and local authorities would result in UND
having similar policies as many
other large universities across
the country. According to a 2015
report from the Department of
Justice, 86 percent of four year
universities have a police force
with authority in properties adjacent to campus.
Wiegel also noted that community-based initiatives efforts
started by campus police are often adopted by larger city police
departments in order to improve
relationships within their communities.

“We do a lot of unique programs with the campus community,” Weigel said. “In a climate
where community policing is
key, we get to know our campus
community.”

Legislature

When the North Dakota
Legislature convenes in January, they will have a chance to
change the state’s laws regarding campus jurisdiction. Jake
Blum, a UND senior who was
recently elected to represent District 42, said that returning to the
way police jurisdiction issues
were handled before the ruling
would be beneficial for public
safety.
“In my eyes, it’s a huge
public safety issue,” Blum said,
noting that lack of jurisdiction
could result in delayed response
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Steel Pan Band Concert held at the Chester Fritz Auditorium

Nick Sallen
The Dakota Student
A dozen band members ran
onto the Chester Fritz Auditorium stage to start the Steel
Pan Band Concert. Wearing flo-

ral patterned shirts to enhance
the carribean theme, the band
immediately started playing
“Yumbambe,” a Cuban calypso
tune with solos from the lead
pan section.
“My favorite pans were the

bass and lead pans,” Maxwell
McCann, a junior first-year
member of the ensemble, said.
“Leads because of the melody,
bass because you’re in the center
of six pans and they all reverberate around you and you do a lot

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
UND Steel Pan band member Yuesen Yang perform Monday, Nov. 7 at the Chester Fritz.

of moving around, so it’s easier
to get into it.”
Most of the band members
hail from North Dakota and a
majority are percussion majors.
This year, the band was a little
bit smaller than usual with 13
performers in the ensemble.
Hannah Carlson, David Fehr,
Mitch Geiger, Frankie Good, Elijah Gray, Alec Hepper, Brandon
Hettwer, Isaac Jensen, Maxwell
McCann, Jason Master, Rachel
Again Muniz, Jake Robinson
and Yuesen Yang comprised this
year’s steel pan band.
“The whole ensemble in general is focused on feeling the
rhythm more so than a choir of
band because of the percussive
instruments,” McCann said.
“There’s a challenge in being in
a solely percussion-based group.
Singing, you can fudge your
rhythm and still sound right, in
this you either hit it on the beat
or you don’t.”
Summer performing arts
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Trump’s first
100 days
Liz Kacher
The Dakota Student

The presidential election of
2016 came to a stunning end as
Donald Trump found his path
to victory over his opponent,
Hillary Clinton. Despite a substantial number of polls which
projected Clinton as the winner,
Donald Trump has been given
the chance to “Make America
Great Again.”
In October, Trump announced his plans he intends to
accomplish during his first 100
days in office. Trump considered his 100 day plan is a contract between himself and the
American voter. He said he aims
to restore honesty, accountability and change to Washington.
Trump said his administration will pursue six specific
measures to “clean up the corruption and special interest collusion in Washington D.C.”
His first measure will propose imposing term limits on all
members of Congress as a Constitutional amendment. However, some legislators aren’t in
favor of what Trump proposes.
According to Amita Kelly,
NPR Politics Editor, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
said “it will not be on the agenda in the Senate” and “I would
say we have term limits now —
they’re called elections.”
Constitutional amendments
need to be proposed by congress
or a constitutional convention.
The second measure in
Trump’s plan proposes “a hiring freeze on all federal employees to reduce federal workforce
through attrition (exempting
military, public safety and public health).”
Trump says the third measure will be “a requirement that
for every new federal regulation, two existing regulations
must be eliminated.”
A five year ban on White
House and Congressional officials becoming lobbyists after
they leave government service
is fourth on Trump’s list of measures he aims to accomplish in
those first 100 days.
Brian Naylor, a Washington
Desk Correspondent at NPR,
says Trump’s proposal of a five
year ban on senior White House
officials from becoming lobbyists has been approved by those
government groups who have
criticized the government to
corporate lobbyist transition.
The sixth measure also involves lobbyists as Trump proposes a “lifetime ban on White
House officials lobbying on behalf of a foreign government.”
Trump’s speech about his
100 day plan continued with a
series of announcements about
his immediate actions that
will take place first during his
presidency to protect American
workers.
Trump’s next announcement in his 100 day plan was
about his intention to “renegotiate NAFTA or withdrawal from
the deal under Article 2205.” He
also intends to announce our
withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).
Following the withdrawal
from the TPP, Trump’s next announcements was that he will
direct the “Secretary of Com-
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merce and U.S. Trade
Representative to identify
all foreign trading abuses that unfairly impact
American workers and
direct them to use every
tool under American and
international law to end
those abuses immediately.”
Trump’s next intentions were directed towards the U. N. He intends on cancelling the
billions in payments toward the U.N. climate
change programs and
instead use the money to
improve environmental
infrastructure and America’s water.
Trump’s
next
announcement was about
lifting the existing restrictions regarding the
production of $50 trillion
dollars’ worth of job-producing American energy
reserves, like oil, clean
coal and natural gas.
The last announcement was Trump’s intention to lift the “ObamaClinton roadblocks and
allow vital energy infrastructure projects to move
forward.”
The next portion of
Trump’s speech about his
first 100 days was about
“five actions he intends
to take to restore security
and the constitutional rule
of law.”
Trump says he will
“cancel every unconstitutional executive action,
memorandum and order issued by President
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Obama.”
His next action was to
start a process of finding
a replacement he deemed
suitable for Justice Scalia
from a list compiled of 20
judges who will uphold
and defend the Constitution of the United States.
The next course of action on Trump’s agenda
was to cancel federal
funding to sanctuary cities. During his first 100
days in office, he wants to
start removing the more
than two million criminal,
illegal immigrants from
the country and cancel
visas to foreign countries
that refuse to take them
back.
Trump’s next set of

Arthur's Barn Dance
9pm-1am
Friday, November 18

October Road
Admission $10.00

2 miles north of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8354

goals regards “working
with Congress to introduce the following broader legislative measure and
fight for their passage
within the first 100 days
of his administration.”
The first legislative
measure Trump aims to
complete is what he calls
the Middle Class Tax Relief and Simplification Act
which Trump projects will
create at least “25 million
new jobs through massive
tax reduction and simplification, in combination
with trade reform, regulatory relief, and lifting the
restrictions on American
energy.”
The second measure
is to end the Offshoring
Act which will discourage
companies from relocating their headquarters to
other countries and then
to ship their products
back to the United States.
The American Energy
and Infrastructure Act is
Trump’s next legislative
measure he aims to complete. It will use tax incentives to spur $1 trillion in
infrastructure investment
over a period of 10 years.
School choice is another legislative measure
Trump is proposing. He
wants to redirect education dollars to allow par-

ents to send their child to
public, private, charter,
magnet, religious or home
school of their choice.
Another
goal
of
Trump’s legislative measures is the Repeal and
replace Obamacare. It will
fully repeal Obamacare
and replace it with Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs),
the ability to purchase
health insurance across
state lines and control of
Medicaid funds is given
to the states.
The Affordable Childcare and Eldercare Act
that Trump proposes, will
allow Americans to deduct childcare and eldercare from their taxes and
gives employers an incentive to offer on-side childcare services.
Safety and national
security are important to
Trump’s list of legislative
measures within his plan
of the first 100 days. He
plans on restoring Community Safety Act, which
reduces surging crime and
violence. He also plans on
restoring the National Security Act, which rebuilds
our military by ‘eliminating the defense sequester
and expanding military
investment.’
Trump’s last legislative goal for his first 100

days includes the Cleanup Corruption in Washington Act which will ‘enact new ethics reforms to
Drain the Swamp and reduce influence of special
interests on our politics.’
Trump will take office
in a little more than two
months, and he’s got a list
of goals that he is ready
to complete. Come Friday
Jan. 20, 2017, Donald J.
Trump will be inaugurated as the 45th President
of the United States of
America.
Liz Kacher is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu

1 | Campus
times to incidents just off
of campus. “The fact that
they wouldn’t be able to
respond to that, and we
would have to wait possibly ten minutes when it
could be a 45 second response, I think that’s pretty troubling.”
Blum said that working to improve the campus
jurisdiction issue would
be a priority for him when
he goes to Bismarck for the
legislative session.
“The State Legislature has to act to reinforce
the fact that we do need
university police depart-
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ments,” Blum said. “Right
now, we basically have
these departments with
the same training as a city
police department, and
they aren’t able to respond
to the vast majority of
things that would occur in
this general area.”
Sean Cleary is a copy editor for The
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
seandcleary13@gmail.com

#DakotaStudent photos of the week

The Fighting Hawks football team prepares to try and block an extra point attempt by Northern Arizona University.

Alley Stroh/ Dakota Student

Alley Stroh/ Dakota Student
Members of the Fighting Hawks football team celebrate winning the Big Sky Championship.
Daniel Yun/ Dakota Student
Shane Gersich scores a highlight reel goal against Denver.

The UND Women’s Volleyball team celebrates their match victory as a team.

Daniel Yun/ Dakota Student
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Moving forward in Lessons from To Kill
the Trump
a Mockingbird
Sean Cleary
Dakota Student
The post-election reaction to Donald Trump’s victory has provided some insight into political discourse
in this country, to say the
least.
With Trump as president, people should act the
same as they should if anyone else was president: advocate for policies they agree
with and voice opposition to

dent, then America will do
well.
In the case of Trump,
there will no doubt be criticism; it has already begun.
Republicans shouldn’t give
him free reign to do as he
pleases in the nation’s highest office, and Democrats
should point out when he
errs. This is how public discourse should function, regardless of who is president.
If Trump proves his critics wrong and the country

denounce Trump voters as
uneducated, racist or ignorant, among other things.
While some criticisms of
Trump certainly have merit,
talking down to people, essentially calling them idiots
for disagreeing with you,
won’t change their minds,
regardless of how good your
argument is. It’s this sort of
smugness that pushed people towards a candidate like
Trump in the first place.
Convincing other people

“Republicans shouldn’t give him free reign
to do as he pleases in the nation’s highest office, and Democrats should point out when
he errs.”
Sean Clearly

The Dakota Student
those they don’t. Presidentelect Trump may provide
plenty of
material
for people to argue against,
but until he actually starts
implementing these ideas, it
seems a bit premature to be
heralding his election as the
downfall of America.
Trump as a candidate
was inherently unpredictable. For better or worse, he
is clearly not a normal Republican.
While this degree of unpredictability may not be
ideal for someone who is
now the leader of the country, people should be skeptical of pundits making claims
about what he is going to do
once in office.
There are certain issues
that should give the American people apprehension
about Trump’s presidency,
but at this point, we should
be hopeful that he is adept
at his new job. If Donald
Trump does well as presi-

does well under his leadership, that will be a good
thing. If he ends up to truly
be as awful as some predict,
then the American people
should vote for new representation. This is how democracy should work.
Personally, I don’t take
back any of the things I said
about Trump during the
campaign. I have serious
concerns with many of the
policies he advocated for
and the way he conducts
himself as a person. However, it’s my hope that he is
able to effectively lead the
country and that the office
of the presidency humbles
him. In the areas in which
I criticized his campaign, I
hope I am proven wrong.
Only time will tell.
It has also been interesting to see the backlash
against Trump’s supporters
by those who opposed him.
People have been quick to

of a certain viewpoint, political or otherwise, involves actually listening to their concerns and addressing them,
not just belittling them. This
sort of attentive dialogue
needs to go both ways across
the political spectrum but is
seriously lacking during
election year rhetoric.
Trump will be our next
president, like it or not. Making sweeping and condescending generalizations of
Trump voters is not going to
be useful, but trying to understand why he won and
addressing those concerns
is important and necessary
work. As Woodrow Wilson
said: “We must neither run
with the crowd nor deride it
but seek sober counsel for it
and for ourselves.”

them differently.
The university also
has no clue as to what
portion of the student
body is reading their
emails.
They state they have
literally no way to track
the reception of these

As if this wasn’t sad
enough, the university
seems to have no sense of
priority on conversations
that need to be had with
students.
As an example, their
front page or the portal
to blackboard are prime

Sean Cleary is a copy editor for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached at
sean.d.cleary@und.edu

Breanna Roen
Dakota Student

Most people are suckers for stories about living,
learning and growing up.
I, myself, am one of those
suckers. A story of lessons
learned, memories kept
and the most important
rule: never kill a mockingbird.
“To Kill a Mockingbird” was written in
1963, and the acts that are
shown throughout this
book can still be seen today. The story talks about
a young girl named Scout
who is 6 years-old. Scout
is currently trying to do 6
year-old things: hang out
with her brother Jem, go
to school, and dare her
and her friends to touch
the Radley House.
The Radley house is
home to the mysterious
Boo Radley. Boo Radley
has never been seen outside his home and Scout
thinks she should be
scared of him. This story
proves to hold many mysteries and lessons to be
learned. I think we could
also learn a couple lessons
from this story so I would
like to take the time to review them.
Lesson number one:
put yourself into others’
shoes.
Many of us can relate
to this lesson. No matter
how approachable or apprehensive someone may
be, we do not know what
is currently going on within their personal life or in
their own headspace.
In relation to this
book, we can look at Boo
Radley’s past. Boo got
into trouble when he was
younger. He was causing crude and absurd behavior like getting into
fights, hurting animals

and a list of other offenses.
His father decided to lock
him into the house and
never allow him out. Boo
takes a liking to the kids
and leaves them pennies
and candy and fixes their
clothes also. His father is
now dead, but Boo still
doesn’t leave the house.
That is one lesson Atticus
Finch had taught us well,
put yourself into others
shoes.
Lesson number two is:
don’t kill mockingbirds.
Atticus who is Scout
and Jem’s father give
them air rifles to shoot at
birds. His only rule is to
not shoot mockingbirds
because they do no harm
to anyone. Mockingbird
is also a metaphor for a
person. This means that
the person is quiet and
means no harm, so to “kill
a mockingbird” is to kill
someone who means no
harm.
Lesson number three:
Keep fighting for what
you believe in even if you
know you are going to
lose.
Atticus is a defense
lawyer in town but doesn’t
make very much money
because many of his clients
are poor. Tom Robinson,
one of the only black people in town is accused of
raping a white woman. Atticus hears out Tom’s story
and in court, Tom says the
white woman tried to seduce him and her father
saw and beat her for being
with a black man.
Atticus knew an all
white court and jury
wouldn’t believe him but
he fought as long and as
hard as he could because
he knew it was the right
thing. The children were
also very sad about the
outcome but they were

proud of their dad for
standing up for what he
knew was right.
Lastly, lesson number
four: the world is very unfair.
Many of us in our everyday lives have learned
this lesson the hard way.
Between deaths in families,
broken items and bonds
and a variety of many other misfortunes. I can not
tell much about this lesson
in relation to the book because it would give away a
very crucial and important
part to the story. You will
have to pick up the book
to read and figure out this
lesson for yourself.
These characters are
very relatable and easy to
understand. Generations
across the nation have
found this book to be timeless and teachers use this
book to teach these life
lessons along with reading a classic book. The
author Harper Lee recently passed away and it
sparked a huge resurgence
in the interest of this novel.
I remember reading
this novel in 8th grade and
enjoying it, and I recently
picked up the book again
following Harper Lee’s
death. This book hits home
and years later I am still
able to recall all the names
and how cool of a dad I
thought Atticus was. If
you haven’t read this book
yet for class or for enjoyment I encourage you this
be the first book you pick
up at your earliest convenience.
Lessons do not have
to be taught by family to
have a lasting impact on
your thinking, actions and
emotions.
Breanna Roen is an opinion writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be reached
at breanna.roen@und.edu

Measuring outreach in the modern era
Dave Owen
Dakota Student
As a result of conversations with the new
administration, one new
issue needs to be addressed: how do we effectively
communicate
with students in the digital era?
First and foremost, we
need to acknowledge that
the university, deserved
or not, has inherited low
levels of trust between
the administration and
its students.
While the current administration is clearly not
to blame for the actions of
the administrations of the
past, they have needed to
hit the ground running,
and it is here where they
have failed.
We currently have
no discernible system of
measuring outreach to
students, and their current methodology is fundamentally flawed as a
result.
The university currently relies solely on
email
communication,
whether it be for an event
with housing, the death
of a former professor or
crucial policy changes in
relation to tuition. Due
to the seemingly endless
supply of junkmail, however, students have gotten the impression that
the emails are no longer
worth reading, and that if
it is truly important, the
university will make sure
the information gets to

the students, while simultaneously
providing no outward desire to
engage. As an additional
example, there were previously no events for students to attend to engage
in dialogue with administrators and the events

should instead attempt to
network through the students with a simple question “name one person
you trust, and name one
person whose opinions
you respect.”
Once you find the
true community leaders,

“It is sad that we have gotten to this state of affairs, when literally a 30 second fix could have been
applied, and the administration was too lazy to even
bother with such a simple task. This was having all
emails require a received receipt.”

Dave Owen

The Dakota Student

emails, or whether they
have even been read.
It is sad that we have
gotten to this state of affairs, when literally a 30
second fix could have
been applied, and the administration was too lazy
to even bother with such
a simple task. This was
having all emails require
a received receipt.
Quite frankly, this
isn’t a new concept, I
have been advocating this
for two years across six
different university employees, and none have
bothered to click one button for these emails to
measure received rate.

real-estate to reach out to
students, since each student has to go through
these two portions of the
site daily to complete
classes. They have completely wasted this space.
As it stands now, the
link to UND Today, and
any relevant news, is at
the bottom of the page
out of the site, as opposed
to being like University
of Minnesota or Stanford
with their news and press
releases being displayed
prominently as you view
the site.
It is hypocritical to
claim that you are interested in engaging with

they do have are usually
at inconvenient times.
All credit to Interim
Vice President for Student Affairs Laurie Betting, for at least finally
having one such weekly
event, but advertisement
for it has been abysmal
and it is at an inconvenient time, when a significant portion of the
student body is in class.
Additionally, I would
like to critique her team
of student leaders.
Instead of focusing
on certain organizations
and “student leaders”
that represent the vast
minority of students, we

you can use these people
as catalysts to reach out
to the student body as a
whole.
While the university
clearly has issues with
events and engaging the
students, they also are
awful at promoting student issues. As an example, the university
could have prominent
billboards in the union,
advertising events or requesting feedback much
like they have done with
the discussion for a new
union design.
The real reason, at
least in my mind, they
don’t more frequently

have open forums for
communication or allow public student input
is the results would be
damaging to the reputation of the university. The
whiteboard in the union
for instance, as of the
times of this writing primarily contains a massive
critique of the university
and the perceived waste
of the new union, with
many etchings of support
from other students.
A related problem is
the university does not
provide adequate advertisement for events that
are about to take place on
campus, the annual DU
haunted house was better advertised than the
French Fry Feed.
This further creates
issues with people not
understanding where the
money is going, and as a
result feel bitter or that
the university is not providing adequate services
for the dollars spent.
As a result, the student is left with seemingly only two choices. Either the university, with
thousands of employees
and an entire outreach
division is utterly incompetent in terms of PR or
it is purposely deceitful:
attempting to silence dissent or refusing to engage
in the community while
hiding where the money
goes.
Dave Owen is the opinion editor for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com
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Cameron’s Corner, The Replacements M
are the Twin Cities finest

E
D

and filthy jokes”
Either way you look
at it “Can’t Hardly Wait” w
still stands as one of The n
Replacements’ strongest S
and best songs.
w
There isn’t another
band like The Replace- t
ments. Every single one p
of their seven albums will f
leave who craving more.
Westerberg voices com- s
pliments the music in his t
band and also the music o
scene of the Twin Cities t
incredibly well.
t
If you haven’t heard of i
The Replacements, it may
be too late to see the band v
live, but it is never too late i
to become a fan of the best p
band to ever come out of w
the Twin Cities.
C
i

Cameron Campbell
Dakota Student
The Twin Cities have
always been a hot bed
for music of all genres.
The city’s scene has created musicians such as
Doomtree, Soul Asylum,
The Hold Steady, and of
course, Prince.
There is a stereotype
that comes with your identity if you are from Minnesota. It is believed that
musically we only listen to
Bob Dylan or Prince. Now,
I for one love both of these
two musicians.
However, it is not the
only thing I listen to and
they are not my favorite
musicians, nor am I alone
in the state of 10,000 lakes.
This could be read as sacrilege to many 1980’s Minnesotans.
The band that triumphs over them all is The
Replacements. Their wide
spectrum of music carried
and created the sound for
the Twin Cities, a sound
that can still be heard today in a lot of Minnesota
rock bands.
The
Replacements
came onto the scene in
1981 with their hard punk
album “Sorry Ma Forgot
to Take out the Trash” or
“Sorry Ma” for short.
The first song on the
album “Takin a Ride”
rips in with a fast guitar
and drum build up. Then
when Paul Westerberg’s
vocals kick in you can hear
why this band became

Cameron Campbell is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. He can be reached r
at cameroncampbell25@yahoo.com

The Replacements, performing live for their fans.

such a big deal.
“Takin a Ride” is one
of their most well-known
songs in their extensive
catalog. They even opened
up with it on their first
reunion show at Riotfest
back in 2013.
If you are into early
punk rock this album is
essential. The songs that
should be sampled are:
“Takin a Ride,” “I Hate
Music” and “I’m in Trouble.”
If straight punk isn’t
your thing then you
might like their later more
evolved alternative rock
sound. Their song and

lyric writing became a lot
more mature after their
first two albums.
The Replacements’ 5th
studio album from 1987
is arguably their best album, “Please To Meet Me”
boasts multiple classic
songs.
One of those songs is
“Alex Chilton.” This song
is of course about the musician, Alex Chilton. The
song was an instant classic
to fans. It also became one
of the bands biggest hits in
their career.
Another
song on the album is a
love song called “Skyway.” Westerberg wrote

Photo courtesy of The Replacements Facebook Page

Editorial Policy
the song in the setting of
the Twin Cities, since they
are known for their many
skyways.
The song is about seeing a woman up in the
skyway who he wants to
meet. Finally, when he
works up the courage he
goes up to the skyway and
notices her getting on the
bus he takes every day.
The song may be the
most beautiful song The
Replacements ever wrote
during their career.
The last song on
“Please To Meet Me” is
my favorite Replacements
song of all time, “Can’t

Hardly Wait.”
The song is upbeat
with a catchy guitar riff
and a great use of horns in
the chorus and bridges.
Some believe this lively tune is about suicide.
However, the other half
believes that is Westerberg’s way of saying that
he’s tired of touring and
drinking constantly. This
comes through in lines
like these:
“I’ll write you a letter
tomorrow. Tonight I can’t
hold a pen...Hurry up,
hurry up, ain’t you had
enough of this stuff. Ashtray floors, dirty clothes,

The Dakota Student
is dedicated to the
free exchange of ideas.
Opinion columns and
letters to the editor
will not be edited for
content reasons, except
in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota
Student reserves the
right to edit or reject
columns or letters for
various reasons. The
ideas expressed in
columns and letters
reflect the views of
the writer and do not
necessarily represent the
opinion of the staff of the
Dakota Student.
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My president, your president, our president

Emily Gibbens
Dakota Student

The
polls
were
wrong. The news organizations were wrong.
So many people were
wrong.
After an intense election season with a surprise ending, America is
freaking out.
The level of disrespect for one another
that has been brought
out throughout this election, especially on Election Day is disheartening
Not everyone who
voted for Donald Trump
is a racist, sexist psychopath, and not everyone
who voted for Hillary
Clinton is a radical, feminist liberal.
Everyone has their
reasons for voting the
way they did. There’s
no need to insult and
belittle people for making a choice that is theirs
to make. Learn to be respectful even if you disagree.
No matter how sad
you are or how hurt
your feelings are, Trump
will be the president of
the United States in January 2017.
I understand being a little down when
the candidate you were
rooting for didn’t win. I
would feel upset if Clinton won, but I certainly
wouldn’t be protesting,
burning the flag, and
threatening to assassinate her like some of
her supporters are doing
right now to Trump.
According to the
Washington Post, because of the violence
and vandalism after
Trump won the election,
the police classified the
occurrence as a riot not
a protest. Words were
screamed, things were
burned, windows were
smashed, and people

were injured.
I also wouldn’t need
to skip tests to recuperate like some students
at Yale evidently did.
According to the New
York Post, an economics
professor gave the students the option to skip
their test the day after
the election if they needed time to cope with
Trump’s victory.
Unfortunately, there
are no decisions that
will make every person
happy. You can’t always
get what you want, and
allowing students to
mope about the results
isn’t going to help anything.
Social media is playing a huge role in the
negative reactions from
this election. People
think they can post
whatever they want, and
it won’t affect anyone.
No matter what side you
were on, just remember
that when you are typing these hateful names
and rude comments, you
are classifying half of
the country by what you
are saying.
I see Trump’s kids
getting a lot of hate on
social media. His children never did anything
to deserve rude comments and threats from
people over the Internet, especially his 10year old son Barron. No
matter what you think
of him, his children and
his wife should be left
out of it.
Social media is also
playing a role in the large
amount of false information circulating through
news feeds everywhere
about both candidates.
Actually read the article before you assume
it’s reliable because of
the enticing title and
do some fact checking
before you share something on Facebook. It
doesn’t take a whole lot
of knowledge to create a

President-elect Donald J Trump standing at a rally.

Photo courtesy of Donald J. Trump official Facebook Page

“Obama wants to see Trump succeed, and so should
all Americans. Hoping for our future president’s
failure is bizarre. Why not hope that he does great
things and turns America around? He is going to be
the president for all of us, not just the half that voted
for him.”
Emily Gibbens
The Dakota Student

blog where someone can
post anything they want.
Don’t believe everything
you see, and know what
you’re sharing.
Many
Americans,
including
numerous
celebrities, had threatened to leave America
if Trump was elected. A
lot of those same working-class citizens and
celebrities have since
withdrawn their threats
since his win. Maybe
they changed their mind
because they realized
that you can’t just pack
your bags and walk into
Canada. Becoming a citizen of any new country
can take years and can
be extremely expensive. Before anyone puts

themselves
through
that, I think they should
give the new presidentelect a chance to prove
himself.
No matter what your
feelings on him are,
Trump might actually
have some good ideas
up his sleeve. To name
an example, Time Magazine and Washington
Post have both reported
on Trump’s suggestion
for six weeks of paid
maternity leave. Many
other countries have
had paid leave for parents for years. Hopefully
America will be taking a
step in the right direction to join them.
Current
President
Barack
Obama
and

Trump met at the White
House, Obama is hopeful for the next four
years, and Trump had
only positive things to
say about their meeting.
“Some of his gifts
that obviously allowed
him to execute one of
the biggest political upsets in history, those are
ones that hopefully he
will put to good use on
behalf of all the American people,” Obama told
NBC News.
Obama wants to see
Trump succeed, and so
should all Americans.
Hoping for our future
president’s failure is
bizarre. Why not hope
that Trump does great
things and turns Amer-

ica around? He is going
to be the president for
all of us, not just the half
who voted for him. If
you are wishing for his
failure, you are wishing
for your own failure. I
certainly hope he proves
to be more than what the
media portrayed of him
as over the past couple
of years.
I promise you, no
matter how many times
you tweet #notmypresident, Donald Trump
will still be your president. It is time to move
on with grace and hope
for the best.
Emily Gibbens is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. She can be reached at
emily.r.gibbens@und.edu

Forever moving forward, Hillary Clinton
Elizabeth Fequiere
Dakota Student
There is officially a
new leader of the free
world! This year, we
made history. I know
years from now, all that
will be remembered is
how a billionaire bigot
and TV personality defied the odds and became the 45th President
of the United States
of America, but another important event
occurred during this
election. This year, we
didn’t just elect another
president to office, our
nation took part in furthering a movement that
has become a significant
part of society.
History is never kind
to the losers, however,
and despite how negatively you might feel
about Hillary Clinton,
she is the closest we’ve
ever gotten to having a
female president. This
is a notable marker for
our future and for any
minority who has ever
felt less than equal in
America.
There were a lot of
valid reasons why people didn’t want Clinton
to become the next commander-in-chief,
but
there’s no denying that
she, like many others
before her, has helped
pave the way for other

women to advance in
politics.
With her fight and
her drive and ambition,
she is a model for any
woman who has wanted
to achieve greatness, in
spite of her many short
comings. There’s no denying that she made
many mistakes during
her campaign and her
time in government. Between the email scandal
and her countless contradictory
statements,
her actions just fueled
the public’s hatred for
her.
Even though Clinton’s decisions extenuated the people’s trust
in her, she did all she
could to achieve greatness. Clinton was a
modern day activist for
a cause that dates back
hundreds of years.
The women’s rights
movement has had key
figures throughout history who have opened
the way for Clinton to
even be able to run for
the presidency.
To speak of a few,
Victoria Woodhull was
the first woman to run
for president in 1872,
representing the Equal
Rights Party. A hundred
years later, Shirley Chisholm was the first African American woman
to run for president in
1972, representing the

Democratic Party. Susan
B. Anthony, a name that
always gets an honorable mention around this
time, was a key activist
in the women’s suffrage
movement throughout
the 1800s. All of these
women were resilient in
the face of adversity.
Hillary is now another name in the long
list of women who have
furthered the women’s
rights movement. In her
concession speech she
said to the women who
supported her, “Nothing has made me prouder than to be your champion.”
Women who didn’t
think they had a voice or
could do anything about
their role in society can
now look to her for inspiration. Hillary is a
glowing example of how
one woman can take a
stand and make a difference in a male dominated world.
She also states that
the loss “is painful, and
it will be for a long time.”
Unfortunately, she isn’t
alone in this feeling of
defeat, which is why it’s
important to remember that progress takes
time and effort. Change
happens in small increments and not without
the sacrifice of others
who came and fought
before us. We may not

have a woman in the
White House today but
believing that it is still
possible and continually
pushing forward will
turn that dream into a
reality.
Her loss brought our
community
together
for a great cause. If this
election has taught us
anything, it’s that the
women’s rights movement has a long ways to
go. Our nation may not
be ready for a female
president just yet but
someday, in the near future, it will be.

Elizabeth Fequiere is an opinion writer
for The Dakota Student. She can be
reached at elizabeth.frequiere@und.
edu

Photo courtesy of Gerald Herbert/AP
Hillary Clinton, almost became the 45th US President
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Steel Pan comes to UND
1 | Steel
(SPA) owns the steel
pan band equipment.
Every fall, SPA leases
out the drums they use
during their summer
music camps to UND
for the steel pan band
to use. Normal tuning is
required yearly, but the
excellent condition of
the drums only requires
tuning every two years.
“I played pans when
I was in SPA. We had
a mini two-week long
class, so there was a bit
of a learning curve when
I joined the group.”
McCann said.
“There’s
a
sweet
spot on the drum for
each note. A larger note
requires a softer hit,”
UND Director of Jazz
Studies and Applied
Percussion Michael Blake
said.
The list of songs
played by the band
included a few classic
hits such as “Imagine”
by John Lennon, “Every
Little Thing She Does
is Magic” by Sting, and

“Movin’ Out” by Billy
Joel. The two ladder
songs were arranged by
instructor
Christopher
Gable.
“All of the music
written or arranged by
faculty members were
really good,” McCann
said.
Typically, a steel pan
band is broken down
into four sections which
play in unison to produce
exotic percussive sounds.
The four sections are lead,
mid-range and bass pans
and the engine room.
The
engine
room
has “all sorts of odd
percussion instruments,”
Blake
explained.
Together, they create
the timing and rhythm
foundation for the rest of
the band.
The four frontline
pans are known as lead
pans.
They
provide
the melody and can be
easily distinguished by
their high pitch. Midrange pans are known
for their warm and
mellow
tone
which
add
complementary
harmony to the melody.

Alley Stroh / Dakota Student
UND Steel Pan band members, such as Jason Mastel (pictured above), performed Monday evening on Nov. 7 at the Chester
Fritz Auditorium.

Bass
drums,
which
resemble oil drums, are
the foundation of the
ensemble and add more
harmony to the melody.
Band equipment and
additional support for the
steel pan ensemble go out
to the Myra Foundation,
Brad Sherwood, Dean

Opp, Brian Pfeiffer, Janice
Hoffarth, Tammy Mulske,
Catherine Olson, the
UND Music Department,
Chester Fritz Auditorium
Administration
and
personnel
of
plant
services and the Steel Pan
Alumni Fund.
The University of

North Dakota University
Band and Steel Pan
Band will host their
winter holiday concert
on Sunday, December
4 at 3:00 p.m. The
performance will be in
the Memorial Union
Ballroom. Tickets will
be made available at

the door. For a price of
$7.00 for adults, $3.00
for students and senior
citizens, or $14.00 per
family.
Nick Sallen is the editor-in-chief
for the Dakota Student. He can be
reached at nicholas.sallen@und.edu

Major of the week

Environmental Studies

Jacob Notermann
The Dakota Student
Next fall, UND will
begin recognizing a
brand new major. Under the guidance of the
geography department,
students will have the
option of earning a
Bachelor of the Arts or
a Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Studies.
According to the proposed catalog language
for the two programs,
environmental studies
will “provide the necessary
interdisciplinary training to prepare
graduates to analyze
environmental problems
and develop solutions.”
The B.A. degree has
more of a liberal arts
structure and is designed to suit the individual interests of the
student. Much of the
curriculum is focused
on studying and developing
environmental
studies.
The B.S. degree dives
deeper into environmental science, rather
than policy.
Dr. Gregory Vandeberg is the Chair of
UND’s Geography Department and has been
an active part in the
environmental studies
program since last fall.
“It has a more rigorous core science in biology, mathematics, chemistry, and then from
there it really opens up,”
Vandeberg said.
This relates to the
program’s
original
structure of suiting individual interests. Students who are interested in biology are able
to take corresponding
courses. Students concerned about pollution’s
effects on the environment can take courses in
toxicology.
As the program de-

Jeffrey VanLooy / UND Department of Geography
Students in the Environmental Studies program at UND study the processes of managing natural resources, understanding the environmental impact of humanity as well as preserving ecosystems such as the Knife Point Glacier (pictured).

velops, more components may be added.
“We still are looking at a social science
aspect and a humanities
aspect to gain a more
rounded education associated with environmental studies,” Vandeberg
said.
Environmental studies requires 45 core
credits that connect to
the various fields and
specialties for students
to dive into. The broad
structure and manageable number of credits
allows this degree to be
a fitting compliment to
other majors a student
may be pursuing.
The
environmental
studies programs will
be officially open for
registration this fall, but
students are able to begin collecting credits as
early as this spring.
The program's origins can be traced back
to when former UND
President Charles Kup-

chella recommended the
founding of an Environmental Studies program.
Approval for the programs go back to 2010
under former President
Robert Kelly. Development was unable to be
completed due to a lack
of necessary resources
for a new program to begin.
“Many
people
thought about that, they
put together the original
curriculum, but it just
didn’t transition into a
straight forward program,” Vandeberg said.
It wasn’t until last
fall, years after original approval, the program regained traction.
Vandeberg, fellow UND
professor Dr. Paul Todhunter and others were
tasked with housing this
program in the geography department.
This involved countless meetings with the
heads of various departments, the state higher

board
of
education,
Provost DiLorenzo and
many more. The wide
range of fields these
programs cover also required a lot of cooperation from other departments.
“They were, for the
most part, pretty happy
to be a part of this, because they see it as a way
to help out and have
students
participate,”
Vandeberg said.
This team, for the better part of a year, have
been writing original
curriculum and ensuring
all of the needed pieces
were in order.
A critical element to
a new program, and any
program for that matter,
is the ability to establish credibility for itself.
Over the past year, the
founders did not take
this element lightly.
“One of the things
that we try to do is to
make sure that our curriculum was rigorous

and secondly that it’s “Environmental issues
similar to what other de- are still very much at the
partments are offering in fore-front, especially in
other states,” Vandeberg North Dakota with all
said.
the oil development and
He went on to explain such, and so that’s one
there are established of the ways we’re getting
programs in the country things out.”
that are similar to the
Based on early esUND model in curricu- timates, there’s an exlum and requirements.
pectation of roughly
“The key thing for us 10 students to join the
is that there isn’t any- programs each year. Althing else like it at UND though, based on stuor really NDSU,” Vande- dents’ requests to the
berg said.
administration and posOne thing that was sible future environmenworth pointing out dur- tal issues, there is a posing the interview with sibility for the program
Vandeberg is that a ma- to explode in popularity.
jor called “environmenMore information retal studies” sounds like garding the courses will
a program that should be posted on the geograhave already existed. phy department’s webNot only did he agree sites and in the catalog
with the claim, but he at a later time.
connected that to the
recruitment for the programs.
“I have already met
with a lot of the admis- Jacob Notermann is a staff writer for
sion folk on campus the Dakota Student. He can be reached
at jacob.notermann@ndus.edu
here,” Vandeberg said.
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Big Sioux Cafe, a right of passage
Stephanie Hollman
The Dakota Student
It’s 2 a.m. and after
a Friday night full of
shenanigans and barhopping
downtown,
my group of friends are
more hungry than tired,
and thus, in dire need of
some sustenance.
Unfortunately,
Grand Forks offers limited options for dining
after the usual hours,
even on the weekends.
The food that the bars
offer after kitchen hours
are often expensive. My
group combed through
Yelp reviews and shot
down each other’s suggestions. Even though
we seemed desperate,
we weren’t quite desperate enough to want
pancakes from Denny’s
for the third time this
week.
Right off I-29, the Big
Sioux Cafe is located
on the side of 32nd Avenue that lacks the more
popular dining options.
The cafe is located in the
Flying J Truck Stop and
if you aren’t a trucker
passing through or a local of the area, the cafe
is a place that is always
overlooked for IHOP or
even Darcy’s Cafe.
If you’re like me,
who at first was skeptical when someone suggested eating at a greasy
spoon off the highway,
then you may understand my initial hesitation to eating at a truck
stop. However after
three years of living in
Grand Forks, the truck
stop has been a right of
passage for the college
experience.
I am not a picky eater. I will eat anything
and everything, but
when breakfast is your
favorite meal of the day,
and one of the happiest
moments in your life
was when McDonald’s
began serving McGriddles past 10:30 a.m., I
have weirdly high standards when it comes
to food that is pretty
mundane to the normal
person, like pancakes
and eggs. The Big Sioux
Steak and Eggs includes
most of the things on
my go-to list for latenight munchies: a 12oz sirloin, homefries or
hashbrowns, toast and
two eggs.
At two in the morning, our order was taken
by a bright-eyed wait-

Photo courtesy of Yelp.com

The Big Sioux cafe at the Flying J truckstop offers a variety of typical "greasy spoon"-type fare.

ress whose patience for ing even more of the
a slightly inebriated prepackaged apple butgroup of college kids. ter to truly satisfy your
This particular group midnight cravings.
had trouble deciding
Some
advice
for
between eggs over easy those of you who are
and medium and wheat intimidated by the caor white. Despite this in- fe’s massive selection
decisiveness on our part, of food and want someand the fact that she was thing a little more than
the only one tending to just breakfast food: take
the late night crowd of advantage of the speburly truck drivers and cials of the day. Not
college students with only do you save a lot of
late-night munchies, she money, but you also get
was attentive. Our wa- the pleasure of trying
ters were never empty. something from a differShe was able to balance ent part of the menu that
a huge platter of all our you would have previfood with one hand, ously overlooked.
which is a very underThe Big Sioux Cafe
rated and impressive has a great selection of
feat.
food, is open 24 hours a
It may have been be- day, and offers the great
cause my hunger was service that many othimmense, or because er places in town lack.
there’s just something You’re probably not goabout breaking those ing to have a memorable
crazy diet rules about dining experience by
eating carbs after 7 p.m. eating solo at the truck
or for eating at all past stop, but when you have
it, but for around twelve a late-night with your
dollars, the Big Sioux friends, or sharing your
Steak and Eggs at the experiences over breakBig Sioux has made it fast during the notorion my top list of go-to ous morning after, the
breakfasts.
truck stop does more
The steak, though than just satisfy, it beslightly overcooked for comes part of your Unia medium-rare, was ten- versity of North Dakota
der and went well with experience.
the syrup and the runny,
over-easy cooked eggs.
The wheat toast was deliciously pre-slathered Stephanie Hollman is a staff writer
with butter and because
for The Dakota Student. She can be
you can, I suggest add- reached at stephshollman@gmail.com

The East Grand Forks School District is currently accepting applications for the
following positions. Please contact the District Office at 218-773-3494,
e-mail Mike Kolness at mkolness@egf.k12.mn.us or check the employment page
on the school websitewww.egf.k12.mn.us for more information.

Restaurant Review

Classifieds
Lawn King is hiring for the following positions
-Snow removal operators full and part time running great equipment with heated
cabs. We operate the following equipment:
Snow Blowers - large and small, Payloader, Bobcat, Plow Truck
-Snow Crew Leaders - running a crew full time position
-Snow removal laborers- Shoveling on a crew of two or more people with many
short stops!
Potential to advance. No experience needed.
Looking for reliable, and hardworking individuals.
If you are willing to learn, we are willing to compensate you accordingly!!!
Note- Driver License required for some of the open positions. We offer health and
401K.
Apply in person, Mon - Fri 8am to 5pm
Lawn King 1601 Dyke Ave Grand Forks, ND. (Take university to 16th St N head
South towards railroad track and you will see our shop to your right.) You can also
fill out an application online at www.lawnkingnd.com under employment tab.
Call 741-KING if you have any questions.
Perkins Family Restaurant and Bakery is accepting applications for Servers, Cooks &
Hosts – all shifts
No experience necessary. Will train. Apply in person at 1305 S. Columbia Road or
email: 3842@prkmc.com EOE

The School District application forms can be found on the employment page of the
school website or picked up at the District Office. Completed applications should
be submitted to:

Weekend Night Audit Position Open
Competitive pay
Benefits available
Apply at Hampton Inn Grand Forks
Call 757-2255 with questions.
Local Moving and Storage Company (Kedney Moving Center)
Looking for friendly, hard working people.
Flexible scheduling with pay of up to $16/hour.
Stop by 4700 Demers Ave. for an application.
Must have valid driver's license.
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e"Trolls" hits your heart strings

Photo courtesy of Dreamworks.com
Directed by Mike Mitchell and Walt Dohrn, "Trolls" stars Anna Kendrick, as Poppy (pictured above), and Justin Timberlake as Branch (pictured below) in a quirky film about the adventure of
saving their kidnapped friends.

Emily Gibbens
The Dakota Student
"Trolls" is a heartwarming animated movie with
an amusing plot and an
even better soundtrack.
"Trolls" was released on
Nov. 4, 2016 and directed
by Mike Mitchell and Walt
Dohrn. It is based on the famous Troll dolls that were
popular in the 1960s and
the 1990s.
The movie has many
big name actors and actresses who also are all very
talented singers including
Anna Kendrick, Justin Timberlake, Zooey Deschanel,
Russell Brand, James Corden and Gwen Stefani.
The storyline is about
the tiny trolls and the giant
Bergens. The trolls are happy, colorful characters who
love to sing, dance and hug.
Their crazy hair is their

superpower; they can control its length, movement
and color. The Bergens are
miserable, dark characters
who think the only way
they can be happy is if they
eat a troll.
Because of their fear of
the giant Bergens, the teeny
trolls find their hiding spots
within trees, tall grass and
small underground tunnels.
They spend their life
having dance parties and
singing together while hiding until one day they get
too loud and one Bergen
finds them and kidnaps a
handful of trolls.
The main character
Princess Poppy, voiced by
Kendrick, along with the
only negative troll who
refuses to sing, Branch,
voiced by Timberlake take
a journey to try and save all
of troll humanity.

On their journey, they
befriend a nice Bergen,
Bridget, voiced by Zooey
Deschanel. Through a
twist and turn of events,
Bridget helps them navigate through Bergen Town
while the trolls help her
find true love.
The tone of the movie
is very positive. It is a very
feel-good, happy movie.
The cheerful voices of the
characters and the intense,
vivid colors had a lot to do
with the upbeat feel of the
movie.
For a children’s movie,
it is also very funny. There
were plenty of times that I
found myself laughing out
loud at the children’s humor and sometimes there
was even hidden adult humor within the movie.
The animation of the
movie is fantastic. DreamWorks produced the movie,

and they did an excellent
job with the vibrancy and
the color of the picture. One
thing I noticed was the very
realistic animation of the
hair of the trolls.
The most impressive
part of the movie is definitely the music that played
throughout the whole
movie. Timberlake was
an executive producer for
the soundtrack, so I really
wouldn’t expect anything
less than amazing from
him.
The musically talented
cast, with Ariana Grande,
sing original songs for the
movie along with several
covers. Some of the songs
include "The Sound of Silence," "Hello" by Lionel
Ritchie, of course the song
by Justin Timberlake written for the movie, "Can’t
Stop the Feeling."
One of my favorite parts

Movie Review

of the movie was the beau- movie "Trolls" just because
tiful rendition of "True Col- it is animated or because it
ors" at the end of the movie. seems to be for children.
From the catchy songs
It is a very emotional and
touching moment of the to the remarkable animation, this is one of the best
movie.
The song is sung by Jus- movies that I have seen in
tin Timberlake and Anna a long time. Any animated
Kendrick and the rest of children’s movie that brings
the cast joins in for backup tears to my eyes deserves
vocals. It is executed so per- five out of five stars in my
fectly that I started tearing book.
up when the cast came together.
Even if you think this
movie wouldn’t be for you, Emily Gibbens is a staff writer for The
I recommend watching it. Dakota Student. She can be reached at
emily.r.gibbens@und.edu
Don’t rule out seeing the
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Need help paying for College?!
Discover how the National Guard
can help you Pay For College.

Don’t let tuition costs stop you from reaching your goals.The Army
National Guard can help you receive the money you need for college
as well as the skills and training you need to get the career you want.
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W Volleyball
Semiﬁnals

11/18 @ 7 p.m.

W Hockey

vs. Minnesota
11/18 @ 7:07 p.m.

M Hockey
@ St. Cloud State

11/18 @ 7:37 p.m.

M Basketball
vs. Presentation College
11/20 4 p.m.

W Volleyball
Championship

11/19 @ 7:00 p.m.

W Basketball

vs. Mayville State
11/22 @ 7:00 p.m.

Big Sky Dreams
Hunter Plante
Dakota Student
What a week it was for
head coach Mark Pryor and
the UND volleyball team.
The Fighting Hawks set
themselves up perfectly for
a massive week, and they
took care of business with
dominating victories over
Northern Arizona, and
Northern Colorado.
Both the Bears and the
Lumberjacks were in the
same boat as UND, as they
were both looking to win
the Big Sky and host the
conference tournament.
“It’s
amazing,
I’m
shaking right now,” Chelsea
Moser said. “I’ve wanted
this for so long for this
program and we ﬁnally got
it.”
With a 3-0 victory in
Flagstaﬀ, followed by a
3-0 win over the Bears
at the Hyslop, UND will
get to host the conference
tournament this Thursday
through Saturday. The win
on Saturday was followed
by an exciting victory by
Bubba Schweigert and the
UND football team to win
the conference title as well.
Things are looking up in
Grand Forks.

Daniel Yun/ Dakota Student
After defeating Northern Colorado University this past Saturday, the UND volleyball team clinched the 2016 Big Sky
conference championship.

Unlike the football
team, who is already in the
NCAA playoﬀs, the UND
volleyball team needs three
more wins to make the
NCAA FCS tournament,
which would be the ﬁrst
time in school history.
UND will go into the Big
Sky tournament on an eight
game winning streak, which
brought them to 14-2 in the
Big Sky.
“It feels good,” Pryor
said. “All of the hard work
that they put in since the
end of June, they deserve it.

There are lot of people that
I believe had a part in this
championship. First of all,
these young women have
absolutely earned it. They
have simply put their mind
to the task at hand, and they
worked for it. The hours
they have put in has paid oﬀ.
They have not had anything
given to them. They earned
it, and they are so deserving
of this conference title.”
UND also eclipsed the
20-win mark for the fourth
straight year, and capping
their 8th 20-win season in

the last nine seasons.
The Hawks were jump
started by a victory over
the Clemson Tigers back in
September. That was UND’s
second overall victory over
a Power 5 team in school
history, their 1st being a
victory over Ole Miss in
2014.
Being at home might
change the fortunes for UND
in the Big Sky Conference
tournament. UND is making
its ﬁfth appearance in the
conference tournament, but
it hasn’t fared well by any

means.
UND is 1-4 in the
conference tourney all time,
with their only victory
coming over the Griz of
Montana in 2013. Last
season, UND was upended
in ﬁve sets by Idaho in
Flagstaﬀ, Ariz. UND fans
will be seeing a familiar face
in the Betty this Thursday as
it will be those same Vandals
the Fighting Hawks will be
looking to knock oﬀ.
Since
the
Betty
Engelstad Sioux Center
opened in 2004, UND is an

outstanding 109-44 in 12
years at their home. That
will be key this weekend as
well, as the Hawks will look
to make history.
The eight teams making
their way to Grand Forks
will be Eastern Washington,
Northern
Arizona,
Sacramento State, Northern
Colorado, Portland State,
Idaho, Idaho State and the
hosts of the tournament,
UND.
UND has been dominant
against every team making
their way up to Grand Forks.
The Hawks are a combined
8-2 against those seven
teams, with the only losses
being to Northern Colorado,
and Idaho State. UND beat
their ﬁrst round opponent,
Idaho, twice during the
regular season.
It has been one heck of a
season for Mark Pryor and
his squad, and the only thing
that would make it better
would be to win three more
games in front of the home
crowd, and make their way
to the NCAA Tournament
for the ﬁrst time in school
history.
Hunter Plante is a staff writer for
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
hunter.plante@und.edu
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Rushing to the Championship
Jack Harvey
The Dakota Student
Three
years
ago,
Southern
Illinois
assistant coach Bubba
Schweigert was named
as the 26th head coach of
the University of North
Dakota football team.
Coming off a 3-8
record, there was a
need for change. Since
switching to the Big
Sky in 2012, UND had
a record of 8-14 before
Schweigert took the reins.
A coordinator for the 2001
Division II championship
team, he knew what it
would take to win.
“We strive to win the
Big Sky Conference and,
ultimately, reach the
pinnacle of FCS football.”
Schweigert said when
he was brought into the
program.
Now,
after
three
years, a snub from the
playoffs last year, a nine
game winning streak,
and a come from behind
victory which included
28 unanswered points,
the University of North
Dakota Fighting Hawks
are co-champions of the
Big Sky conference.
“I’m just so proud of
this football team,” head
coach Schweigert said.
“They never gave up and
kept fighting right there
until the end. We got
huge plays in all three
phases of the game and
what a great way to cap
the regular season for our
senior class.”
With the win, the
Hawks not only rank a
school high eighth in the
FCS stats poll, but have
finally cracked the top ten
in the coaches poll.
After a slow start to
the season losing the
first two on the road
including a tough 27-26
loss to Bowling Green,
UND put on a show for
the Alerus faithful in a
thrilling double overtime
victory over former North
Central Conference South
Dakota which included
scoring 20 straight points.
Following the Potato
Bowl victory, the Hawks
set off to what really
made or break the season,
eight Big Sky matchups.
They held on to a wild
one in Bozeman, Mont.
winning 17-15, and from
there it was an easy flight
outscoring the next seven
opponents 232-138.
To
help
outscore
opponents
UND
averaged 271 rushing
yards a game as well as
174 passing yards a game.
The running back duo of
John Santiago and Brady
Oliveira combined for
1,761 rushing yards and
16 touchdowns on the
ground.
Not only did the twoheaded rushing monster
have a good season on
the field, quarterback

Alley Stroh/ Dakota Student
Running back John Santiago celebrates UND’s Big Sky conference championship after defeating Northern Arizona University last Saturday at the Alerus Center.

Keaton Studsrud was a
main cog in the offense as
well, finishing fourth in
rushing on the team with
188 rushing yards and
five rushing touchdowns.
The junior from St. Louis
Park, Minn. is effective
as a mobile quarterback,
Studsrud also finished
the season with 1,816
passing yards and 12
touchdowns with only
two interceptions giving
him an efficiency rate of
134.4 in 10 games played
this season.
Of course the best
offense is a good defense
and that’s exactly what the
Hawks defense had this
season holding opponents
to only an average of 91.5
rushing yards a game.
UND picked off 20
passes and with four
of those returned for
touchdowns. That’s not to
say that the pass defense
was a complete slouch.
Led by Deion Harris’ five
interceptions, three of
which were returned for a
pick-six.
The stingy defense
was apparent throughout
the season with 24 sacks
and nine fumbles.
On the other side of
Big Sky co-champions,
Eastern Washington looks
to end a season on its’
own nine game win streak
against Portland State.
Similar to the Hawks, the
Eagles have been soaring
since losing the second
game of the season.
It’ll be interesting to
keep an eye on FCS results
this weekend. Despite
being ranked ninth in the
FCS, only the top eight
receive a first round bye
in the playoffs. There is a

THEDAKOTASTUDENT
The Dakota Student is excited to have videos on our
website and Facebook page.
Be sure to check them out at

DAKOTASTUDENT.COM

“They never gave up and kept fighting
right there until the end.”

Bubba Schweigert

UND Men’s football head coach
chance the Hawks could
sneak up a spot or two
with ranked matchups like
fifth ranked Sam Houston
State taking on seventh
ranked Central Arkansas

on the ledger for FCS play.
All eyes will be on the TV
Sunday morning when the
FCS bracket is announced
on ESPNU.
Regardless of place-

ment, coach Schweigert
came into this program
looking to add yet another
conference banner into
the rafters. It only took
him three years to turn a

school who was fairly new
to FCS football into a conference title champion.
UND players, coaches
and fans will hold their
breath
until
Sunday
morning to know what
seed UND is given and
start planning for a chance
for the most elusive
of trophies. The FCS
championship.
Jack Harvey is a staff writer for
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jack.harvey@und.edu
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Illustration by Vitoria Faccin/ Dakota Student
Freshman wide receiver Travis Toivonen has scored three touchdowns and accrued 412 reception yards so far in the 2016 season.

Adam Gunderman
Dakota Student

It’s the ﬁrst game of
the season. The Fighting
Hawks are in Stony
Brook, N.Y. taking on the
Seawolves.
Senior Clive Georges
was set for a big season after
missing most of the 2015
campaign. Then, disaster
struck. Georges needed to
be carted oﬀ the ﬁeld with
an apparent serious injury,
a huge blow to the UND
receiving core.
Enter freshman receiver
Travis Toivonen.
For many freshmen,
their ﬁrst collegiate game is
something they will never
forget. It also can be a very
nerve-wracking experience.
“I was really nervous,
but it was a lot of fun,”
Toivonen said. “Deﬁnitely
a diﬀerent atmosphere than
high school.”
The Red Wing, Minn.
native has not shown his
nerves as he leads not only
all freshmen receivers in
yards, but leads the whole
team.
After the dust settled
from the 2016 regular
season that saw UND
clinch it’s ﬁrst ever share
of the Big Sky Conference

championship, Toivonen
had amassed 412 yards
receiving on 38 receptions
to go along with his three
touchdowns.
It was the most receiving

This is not an easy feat.
The transition from high
school football to college
football, especially Division
I, is very diﬃcult. Some
players never can adjust to

“When you come up here,
you automatically have like
100 friends. You see guys
around on campus and it’s
fun to be with so many guys
who love football and love

Photo by Daniel Yun/ Dakota Student

rather focuses on the goals
of the team itself.
“I didn’t really have any
personal goals, just wanted
to get up here and play,
and do my best to help the

“I just want a good team result, whoever catches the
ball catches the ball. We just want to win the Big Sky
Championship.”

Travis Toivonen
UND freshman receiver

yards for a UND player in
three seasons, and makes
Toivonen the ﬁrst freshman
receiver to lead the Hawks
in yards since Greg Hardin
in 2010.
While
the
accomplishment is great,
Toivonen doesn’t dwell on
it. He has bigger ideas in
mind for his team.
“That means nothing to
me,“ Toivonen said. “I just
want a good team result,
whoever catches the ball
catches the ball. We just
want to win the Big Sky
Championship.”

it.

“It’s a lot more fast
paced, and obviously a lot
better players,“ Toivonen
said. “It took a little while
to get used to, with the
bigger playbook, but I think
it has been a pretty good
transition.”
Toivonen
has
had
help along the way. His
teammates have helped
make the transition from not
only high school football,
but to a new town and new
school.
“Everyone is really
nice,”
Toivonen
said.

to play the game.”
While it has been a great
season, and great start to his
UND career for Toivonen,
there isn’t a moment that
sticks out to him.
Rather than a speciﬁc
moment, Toivonen has
savored the entire season.
“I don’t think I have a
deﬁning moment, the whole
season in general has been a
lot of fun,” Toivonen said.
Many players enter a
season with a personal goal
they set for themselves.
Toivonen did not have
any such personal goals, but

team out,” Toivonen said.
“It’s more team goals rather
than just setting goals for
myself.”
2016 was the ﬁrst season
since entering Division I
that UND football entered
the season with big
expectations.
Finishing
the season at 9-2 proves
that the expectations were
reasonable.
After dropping the ﬁrst
two games to begin the
season, many had written
oﬀ the Hawks. After rattling
oﬀ nine wins in a row, the
Hawks have left no doubt

that they are a force in the
FCS and are poised to host
a playoﬀ game.
The
Hawks
have
somewhat lived in NDSU’s
shadow football wise in
recent years. Now, as the
eighth ranked team in the
country, they may have a
chance to face them in the
playoﬀs for the ﬁrst time
since 1995.
No matter how you look
at it, the Hawks are trending
in the right direction.
“I hope it continues
to build up, and we get
better and better players,”
Toivonen said. “Obviously
if you win games, people
will want to come here.
We’ve got a pretty good
recruiting class coming in
next year, so hopefully we
keep getting better and
better and keep winning
games.”
Toivonen as well as the
rest of the Hawks will learn
their playoﬀ fate Sunday,
Nov. 20. The 2016 FCS
playoﬀ selection show can
be seen on ESPN U at 11
a.m.
Adam Gunderman is a staff writer
for Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
adam.gunderman@und.edu
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